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SPEED NIGHTMARE!!!
Maybe you or your agency just completed your 
new Shopify site. You spent days laboring over 
the design and countless hours of edits and 
changes to convince customers they should 
buy from you.  

But there is a problem… your website is slow!  
Your speed test results are horrible!. 

Maybe you even got one of those emails from 
Google Search Console with the warnings. 

Do you just ignore your slow speed and hope 
for the best? 

You could... but you know a slow site will make 
people bounce and not complete the sales… 
killing your conversion rate and making all 
your hard work and effort a waste of time and 
money.  

Also, what about Google?  You know that 
Google’s search engine favors faster sites over 
slow sites that drive high bounce rates… can 
you afford to just ignore organic traffic and 
avoid running Google Ads?  

What do you do about it? 

You don’t want to spend a ridiculous amount 
of money fixing this.  And you don’t want to 
be taken advantage of by a developer spinning 
false tales.

So what are the options and profitable 
solutions that can improve your speed and 
most importantly, increase your conversion 
rate and help your site rank in Google?

This is a common dilemma for many owners of 
small to midsize Shopify businesses.  

This is why we created this Shopify Site Speed 
Guide.  

Now for those that don’t know, we are Store 
Medics. We’ve personally audited over 3,000 
Google Ad accounts and have helped over 750 
small to midsize eCommerce stores grow their 
businesses with digital marketing and website 
development.

The one thing that I see most often is missed 
opportunity!  I see Shopify store owners that 
are not getting the traffic, sales and profit they 
should be getting.   

The reason is simple… they either don’t know 
they are missing out or they don’t know what 
needs to be done.  

This guide will help you understand how to 
accurately measure site speed and steps to fix 
your site speed.  We outlined 7 action items 
or options that can improve your site speed.  
Also, the first six are steps that you can likely 
do yourself depending on how tech savvy you 
are or can be done at very, very low cost. 

If you have any questions, do not hesitate to reach out…
hello@storemedics.com
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PAGE SPEED VS SITE SPEED
Page Speed versus Site Speed...what the heck is the difference?

Many, many people use these terms interchangeable and simply lump these terms together.  
However, there are some differences that are good for you to know, so when you speak with 
your website team and developers, you are on the same page.

Site speed is the speed at which your site loads as users go through it.  From the time the page 
renders to the click through and finally users converting in your shopping cart.  Site speed is 
about rendering, pre-rendering and seamlessly guiding people through the various important 
paths and funnels you define within your site.

Page speed refers to decreasing the load time of a specific page on your site.  It is similar to site 
speed, but when looking at page speed you focus on specific on page attributes and optimize 
their performance.  This could be important for rankings because if the user is on a non-internet 
connected mobile device and the content is equal, if one page loads in 10 seconds and the 
other in 5, the 5 second load time is the better user experience and therefore should be given 
the priority and ranking.

They both impact conversions, user experience, and organic ranking. Therefore, for the 
sake of keeping things simple and not confusing everyone, we are just going to lump them 
together and focus on speed!

Yes, speed is king!  We want the customer to experience a fast site.
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You have to focus on both.  Only addressing customer related speed issues, may mean that 
Google still thinks your site is slow and shouldn’t be ranked.  If you only focus on Google, you 
may miss critical steps that are causing a slow user experience and causing a high bounce rate.

Customers
Customers expect a fast website… a slow site will give you high bounce rate and lower 
conversion rate.  

When it comes to bounce rate, you may have heard that 2 second load time is the benchmark 
for bounce rate.  This was originally given as a “best practice” by John Mueller at Google.  

However, since then we’ve learned that the acceptable page load time before it impacts bounce 
rate is higher.  Pingom did an analysis and found that 3.21 seconds is when bounce rate begins 
to sharply increase.  The below chart shows the findings from their research.

WHY SPEED MATTERS
You already know this but it is important to repeat… there are two reasons why speed matters…  

1. Customers 2. Search Engines
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With conversion rates, the effects of conversion loss due to an unsatisfactory user experience 
caused by page load times can be drastic. Here are some statistics to highlight this, courtesy of 
CDNetworks:

1. A site that loads in three seconds experiences 22% fewer conversions than a site that loads 
in one second

2. A one second delay in mobile page load time equals a 7% loss in conversion
3. 21% of online shoppers abandoned shopping carts because the process was taking too long
4. 66% of mobile shoppers abandoned an E-commerce shopping cart because it was either 

loading too slowly or it never came up at all

These numbers demonstrate that there is a direct link between  
page speed and conversion rate.

Search Engines
Regarding Search Engines...we are primarily talking about Google, but yes, Bing and Yahoo also 
matter.

Google also cares about customers… but they care about their customers landing page 
experience.  They look at signals such as bounce rate and page speed to determine the quality 
score of the landing page, which impacts the ranking in Google organic results and how much 
they charge per click on Google Ads.  

Yes, a lot of “gurus” won’t mention paid ads… with paid search, slow landing pages lower your 
Google Ads Quality Score—which means a higher cost-per-click.

Of course, Facebook also has its 
Relevance Score, which is calculated 
based on the positive and negative 
feedback we expect an ad to receive 
from its target audience.  Facebook 
says “Positive indicators vary depending 
on the ad’s objective, but may include 
video views, conversions, etc”.  Do 
they currently or in the future consider 
factors such as landing page experience, 
ie bounce rate?  I couldn’t find any 
evidence of this, but it is worth noting 
incase this comes up in the future. 

SEARCH
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You may have read about Google Page Speed Insights (PSI) or received an email from Google 
Search Console.  If you haven’t, here are the links:

Google Page Speed Insights = https://developers.google.com/speed/pagespeed/insights/

Google Mobile Compare = https://www.thinkwithgoogle.com/feature/testmysite/

The important thing to understand is that Google PSI measure the technical aspects of page 
load speed...however, the actual speed is what the customer sees and that can be different.  

I know… it sounds crazy, but yes, the Google PSI can be misleading because it doesn’t correlate 
to actual speed.  And to complicate things further, some developers may tell you just to ignore 
Google PSI since it isn’t accurate with actual speed.

Does this mean you give up and ignore Google PSI?  Definitely no...because Google PSI uses 
the same methodology and metrics when it comes to your organic ranking and paid traffic 
quality scores.  

Do you want to give yourself the best opportunity at ranking well on Google?  Of course!  

Do you want to have a lower cost per click with you Google Ads?  Of course, you do.  

Then use Google PSI to see what can be improved.  

You SHOULD NOT do every recommendation and stress yourself out to get the best score.  

You SHOULD use Google PSI to see if there are recommendations that can be cost effectively 
solved that will help drive more sales and profit.   

Again, it is about your bottom line.   

Use Google PSI… along with other page speed tools to get a complete picture of your speed.

GOOGLE PSI VS ACTUAL SPEED
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If Google PSI is not an accurate measure of actual speed, then what should use?

First a bit of caution… there are many Shopify apps that want to show you your speed. Here is 
an example of a top Shopify speed app that graded https://www.sbjsupply.com/ as a D.

However, here are the grades from other pagespeed tools:

1. Google PSI = 83
2. Pingdom = B / 85
3. GTmetrix = A / 96
4. Webpagetest = A 

Why such a dramatic difference with these tools versus the apps?  

This particular app is a great app, so it is likely that it is simply a difference in grading curve. But 
some speed apps are designed to sell you on services or additional apps. 

This is exactly why it is important to use multiple speed tools to get a full picture of your site 
speed.  

What tools should you use to accurately measure your speed besides Google PSI?

Pingdom, GTmetrix and WebPagetest are the three most popular options available for testing 
website speed and performance.  But as you saw above, when you scan your website with each 
of these tools, they invariably offer very different results.

HOW TO MEASURE SITE SPEED 
ACCURATELY
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It’s easy to get overwhelmed by all the data these tools spit out when you test your site.  If you 
really want to geek out, here is an articles that detailed out the differences between each tool: 
https://gtmetrix.com/blog/the-difference-between-gtmetrix-pagespeed-insights-pingdom-
tools-and-webpagetest/

However, the important thing for you to understand is that each of these tools offers different 
feature sets for page speed testing and use their own testing methodologies, which is why you 
see different results.

My personal favorite is GTmetrix. It is very clear and easy to understand with a long list of 
recommendations with individual grades. Also, it provides two speed stores… PageSpeed based 
on Google’s rules and YSlow based on Yahools rules.  PageSpeed and YSlow generally are the 
same, however there are differences in their calculations.  Each service analyzes a page using a 
set of rules that they believe are most relevant to page speed and performance.  The benefit of 
GTmetrix is that you can analyze your page using both services, giving you different perspectives 
on how to optimize your code.

My close second and frequently used backup is Pingdom.  It is great for simple, general testing 
and to validate what I’m seeing in GTmetrix.  I also like Pingdom’s waterfall charts, which can 
give you a visual charge of loading order and request details.  It also gives you the duration 
and execution times of requests with varying bar-lengths representing how long each took to 
request, download, and/or execute.

Ultimately, I recommend finding the tool that you like best and using it on a regular basis to run 
speed tests and confirm new apps or recent site changes aren’t slowing your site down.
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Before I get into the 7 action items to increase your site speed, I just wanted to bring up the 
obvious dilemma that a lot of articles and guides won’t bring up. 

Many articles, guides or experts, fail to consider that the overall goals of eCommerce is different 
than a general business or content website.  

For example, we use apps, pop ups, large pics, high res banners, etc, etc to help accomplish 
specific goals that ultimately increase our conversion rate.  

That silly spinning wheel may look crazy and slow down the site, but it can be great at convincing 
people to enter their email address in exchange for a discount.  Then email is how we get them 
to convert.  

So yes, you should not uninstall all those apps or remove those popups just to speed up your 
site. I recommend doing an app audit and figuring out how much revenue each app is driving 
versus the expected increase in revenue from a faster site by removing each app.  

Also, with eCommerce, everything should be tied to your ROI.  

For example, there will be recommendations from the speed test tools that are simply not cost 
effective and will not generate an ROI for you.  Don’t spend money on these. 

Instead, evaluate the cost versus increase in sales for your site before deciding what should be 
done to improve your site speed.

BIG DISCLAIMER… ECOMMERCE IS 
DIFFERENT
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These 7 steps come from my eight years of helping Shopify store owners grow their sales and 
profits.  I also consulted with our entire team here to create this list (ps- the team at one of the 
largest Shopify development agencies whose clients have collectively sold over one billion in 
eCommerce sales.)

More importantly, these 7 steps are intended to be simple, actional steps that you can take to 
quickly improve your site speed.

Therefore, don’t get bogged down or hung up on making every recommendation or fix… perfect 
is the enemy of progress. 

Evaluate your specific site and situation and use these steps as a checklist to find the step or 
steps that will make the biggest impact in improving your sales and profit.

7 STEPS TO IMPROVE SITE SPEED
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Step 1 - App Audit and Removal
In many cases, apps are the leading cause for a slow Shopify site.  As eCommerce business 
owners, we love our apps.  We install, test and use many apps.  

Of course, some of those apps are required or are responsible for driving profit to your bottom 
line.  Keep these apps installed.

However, you may have apps that you aren’t using or are not driving meaningful profit.  These 
are the apps you should consider removing. 

To find the apps that are slowing down your site, we can use a waterfall chart from Pingdom. 

For example, the below chart shows that grizzly apps has a total load time of 608.7ms, which is 
a lot compared to other apps.  For comparison, adroll is loading at 137.1 ms.  

Grizzy apps is the developer behind a very popular currency conversion app
(https://apps.shopify.com/doubly-currency-converter)  

If your international sales are a very small percentage of your business, you may see a higher 
ROI by removing this apps and boosting your site speed. 

Of course, this is just one example, but all of those apps can add up and really slow down your site. 
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Step 2 - Image Optimization
According to HTTP Archive, as of December 2017, images make up on average 66% of a total 
webpage’s weight ... the larger the weight, the more time it takes to load.  

There are two simple, DIY image optimization best-practices that go a long way in reducing the 
negative impact of images on website speed:

First, is image format selection.  Use JPGs when quality is a high priority and image modifications 
are not required before uploading it. JPGs can take limited processing and modifications before 
image quality degrades sharply. For images with icons, logos, illustrations, signs, and text, use 
PNG format. Use GIFs only for small or simple images and avoid BMPs or TIFFs.

Second, is image compression.  Image compression should be a thoughtful tradeoff between 
image size and quality. For JPGs, a compression of 60-80 percent produces a good balance. 

While there are many Shopify apps to help with image compression, my favorite is Crush.pics  
https://apps.shopify.com/crush-pics

Crush Pics is a fully automated way to compress your images, plus it has some great SEO features 
including product image renaming and ALT tag renaming.  There is a monthly fee depending on 
the size of images you want to compress each month, but it is well worth the monthly fee. 

However, a bit of caution… even after compressing your images, Crush Pics reports that in 
some cases tools like Google PSI and GTmetrix can report that your images still need to be 
compressed.  The reason is that Google PSI and GTmetrix see that your Shopify theme is pulling 
a larger image, even though you compressed it.  

In the below image, the highlighted image is actually 178x145 pixels but Shopify is trying to 
pull it at 500x406 pixels resulting in a discrepancy and resulting in red flags in tools like Google 
PSI and GTmetrix.  
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This is a perfect example of Google PSI score vs actual speed.  Crushing the pics will increase 
your site speed, but if you are seeing the above issue, your Google PSI score will not improve.  

Of course, I tend to favor “pleasing” Google, so I recommend fixing it this issue to increase your 
Google PSI score.  It does require you to work with your theme developer or a Shopify expert, 
but according to Store Medics, you theme developer may do it for free or you could expect to 
pay a developer from $50 to $200.  If you are tech savvy, you may be able to fix it on your own.  
Here are instructions: https://www.shopify.com/partners/blog/img-url-filter

Related to images, there are a few design choices that you can make that will save on image 
sizes and improve your page load speed.  Here are a few examples:

• On a home page or collection page, use static banner images as opposed to slider or carousel 
images.  Very few people ever get to that second or third image on a slider, so adding all those 
images to a slider simply slow down the site.

• Large mega menu images looks great, but slow down the page.  I recommend using images in 
menus sparingly.

• Quick view on images… some people love them and others hate them.  Some themes include 
quick view by default, so I recommend reviewing this and determining if the benefit of quick 
view outways the increase in page load time.
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Step 3 - Customer Behavior Flow
Site speed is more than just coding and tech babble.  It is also about how your visitors engage 
with your website.  It is about how many steps they take… are their steps of confusion… are 
their steps causing them to bounce… etc.
 
The Behavior Flow report in Google Analytics represents the flow of traffic through your site.  
It shows you any potential content or page issues that are causing visitors to bounce. The 
Behavior Flow can answer questions like:

• Did users go right from product pages to checkout without any additional shopping?

• Is there an event that is always triggered first? Does it lead users to more events or more 
pages?

• Are there paths through your site that are more popular than others, and if so, are those the 
paths that you want users to follow?

Here is how to access the Behavior Flow report in Google Analytics:

To access the Behavior Flow report:
1. Sign in to Google Analytics.
2. Navigate to your view.
3. Open Reports.
4. Select Behavior > Behavior Flow.

There are more advanced features of this report such as events and content grouping, which 
can be very helpful but not necessary. 

On the Behavior Flow report, you are first looking for starting pages with high drop off rates, 
which means visitors are landing on that page and then leaving.  Why are they leaving?  Is it 
because that page is loading slow?  Is this the page that your potential customer should first 
interact with? 
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For example, the below page had a high dropoff rate of 88.4%. 

After analyzing the page, we discovered that while this page was highly customized with lots 
of content, graphics and images, the page load speed was 8.4 seconds… way too high.  Other 
product pages were loading at around 3.5 seconds.   

Also, this page was customized to help potential customers pick the right product size and 
options.  However, the customer has no clue about this brand or company.  It was like someone 
proposing for marriage before dating.  

Adding a dedicated, fast loading landing page that educates the potential customer about the 
brand, company and product before sending them the highly customized page to pick sizes and 
product options would increase engagement and conversion rate. 

Another action item for the Behavior Flow report, is to look for “confusion loops”.  

This can be common on stores with high ticket products or complex products.  

To find “confusion loops”, you’ll want to look for flows that go back and forth between the same 
pages, ie product page to shipping page and back to the product page.  This also can show up 
on faq, return or sizing pages.  

Removing these “confusion loops” can decrease the overall amount of time your customers 
need to wait for pages to load, resulting in a faster site experience.  

Similar to “confusion loops”, look for unnecessary or complex paths.  Maybe you have a popular 
path that requires multiple steps.  Each one of those steps requires an additional page load, 
which means more wait time for your site visitors. Can you eliminate steps?  For example, 
adding the shipping information or shipping estimate on the product page can be helpful.  
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Step 4 - Use a Fast Theme
Maybe you started your site with a free or low price theme from a theme site and didn’t check 
the speed.  Or maybe your developer did some heavy customization on your old theme and 
now it runs slow.

Either way, it may be time to upgrade your site with a new theme.  Not only do you get the 
benefit of a fresh, new design, but picking the right theme could dramatically speed up your 
site.

The first step is to check the speed of your existing theme.  Go to the URL of your theme 
preview and enter into your favor speed test tool.  Also, make sure you get the correct URL.  
For example, you do not want this:https://themes.shopify.com/themes/narrative/styles/warm/
preview 

Click on the X in the preview bar to get the actual theme URL.  Here is the correct URL:
https://narrative-theme-warm.myshopify.com/

Here are the results of the super fast Narrative Theme on Shopify. 

The next step is to visit https://themes.shopify.com/themes and browse the seemlily endless 
supply of themes to find the one catches your eye.  Confirm it meets your requirements and 
then test its speed!  

If you want a shortcut, the team behind http://fastshopifythemes.com/ created a helpful tool 
that rates the Shopify themes based on speed.  It is just a partial list of the themes that are 
available, but it may be a good starting point. 

Of course, a quick Google search and review of the Shopify “coaches” and “gurus” will lead you 
to an endless list of “the fastest” Shopify themes.  You can purchase themes directly from them 
or other third party websites. 

I personally like to purchase themes directly from Shopify’s theme store… https://themes.
shopify.com/themes   Most of the themes are going to be well built and fast. 

 Also, when buying from Shopify’s theme store, you don’t need to worry about any B.S. claims!  
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For example, A “popular” theme within the Shopify dropship community boasts over 30+ 
conversion features, but the load time is a full 1.2 seconds higher than the Parallax theme from 
the highly recommend theme developer outofthesandbox.com.   See the following comparison:

   

My point is that you should carefully consider your theme’s baseline site speed in combination 
with design, functionality requirements and conversion rate features.   By upgrading your 
theme, you can dramatically improve your site speed. 

BUY NOW

15$

%

Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetuer adipiscing elit, 

sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut laoreet 

dolore sed diam nonummy nibh euismod tincidunt ut 

laoreet doloreю 

ONLINE 
SHOPPING
LANDING PAGE

SIGN IN

yourlogo. Home PortfolioService Contact Us
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Step 5 - Amp Pages
If you’re already getting great organic results and want to take it to the next level… you can do 
that by implementing Accelerated Mobile Pages… AMP for short.

These AMP pages are part of Google’s mobile-first index initiative.  The AMP project by Google 
that started in 2015 but seemed to really catch on in 2018.  Google’s mobile first index takes 
precedence over Google’s traditional desktop index and will serve the most appropriate results 
based on the device being searched on.   The goal is to make the mobile experience faster and 
more enjoyable.

Also, you may have received a notification from Google Search Console that some of your 
websites are officially being enrolled in the index.

Of course, the choice to adopt AMP for your website should seem obvious when considering 
these factors:

• Webpage speed is a ranking factor of Google’s mobile and desktop indexes

• A 1-second delay in web page speed can decrease conversions by as much as 7 percent 
(Kissmetrics)

• AMP is a ranking factor in their mobile first index (AMP was created by Google)

Unfortunately AMP pages are not native within Shopify, which means you’ll need an app.

Lucky for us, a few developers have created a fee to low cost app that will allow you to customize 
and publish your AMP pages. Here are the most popular apps...

AMP by Ampify Me has the most number of reviews  https://apps.shopify.com/ampify-me

AMP by Shop Sheriff is getting a lot of buzz https://apps.shopify.com/amp-google

Of course, is it worth it for you to use one of these apps? 

If you are already getting strong organic traffic and looking just to really ramp things up, this is 
a great solution.  

Again, this is not necessary when first starting out, but keep it in mind as you grow.
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Step 6 - Lazy Loading
Okay...this one definitely requires some technical skills, but adding it can make your site load 
lighting fast.  The team at MachMetrics reported that it reduced their page load time by over 
90%!!!  

This super fast optimization technique is called Lazy Loading.  

Lazy Loading loads images as the user scrolls down the page, instead of during the initial page 
load.  You’ve probably seen this as you scroll down a large site.
Since the images don’t load until visitors scrolls down, those images do not contribute to your 
initial page load time… meaning your site loads a lot faster!

How do you implement Lazy Loading?   

If you are technical and willing to play around with your theme code, then Shopify created the 
guide: https://www.shopify.com/partners/blog/lazy-loading

If you don’t feel comfortable looking at code or don’t have the time, it can be done for you at a 
very low cost.  The team at Store Medics can add lazy loading to your site for $99. (Of course, 
a disclaimer… Easton Digital is a partner with Store Medics and shares the same office space!)
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Step 7 - Advanced Technical Optimization
Of course, there are many, many improvements that you can do it increase your speed.  The 
previous six were either DIY or very low cost.  This step is a list of advance optimization items 
that can be done, but the ROI will depend on your current traffic and current speed.  It is 
important to perform a full audit and analysis of your current metrics to determine if these 
items should be done.

 9 File Minification: Coding is like writing… removing extra characters like spaces and 
comments, shortening variable names and combing common styles can reduce your file 
sizes and speed up your page load time. 

 9 Old App Code: When you remove an old Shopify app, there can be code left your 
website.  The removal in the Shopify app section doesn’t always remove all the app 
code.  Therefore, your theme may have code still loading and slowing down your site 
speed.

 9 Server Errors: Related to old app code, any broken file paths or misconfigured code, can 
cause javascript errors.  These errors can indicate broken code or unnecessary loaded 
resources, which slow down your site.  

 9 Gzip Compression: Shopify handles this for you, so if your developer recommends fixing 
this, it means a 3rd party app is serving uncompressed files.  If it is an issue, you can 
reach out to the 3rd party app to see if they have an update or can fix it.

 9 Non-Essential Scripts: Scripts for third party tracking or external tools may be set to 
load prior to the initial page render.  In most cases, these non-essential scripts to can be 
made asynchronous or deferred until after the first page renders.

Again, these are more advanced items and will depend on your specific situation, which is why 
you should perform a full site speed audit and analysis.
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Of course, maybe you’ve done a few of these items yourself, but you have a lot on your plate 
and still could use help completing a site speed audit and analysis and determining what 
PROFITABLE steps should be completed.  

We are now offering a  Shopify Speed Packages! 

Our Shopify Speed Packages include three options…

Option 1: 
If you need help understanding your site speed and profitable steps to improve it, we can 
perform a Quick Speed Assessment.  

This will provide detailed recommendations on what should be fixed to improve your site speed.  

To get started, simply reach out via email at hello@storemedics.com.

Option 2: 
If you did your own speed analysis and need help with one of the steps mentioned, ie lazy 
loading, image optimization, etc, just email at hello@storemedics.com 

They will confirm that the issue and let you know the cost.  In most cases, the cost can be $50 
to $200.

Option 3:
If you just don’t have time to figure this all out and need someone to do it for you, we can do 
just that. 

They will complete a full Shopify Page Speed Audit and Optimization and complete a full list 
of proven site speed fixes to improve your speed.  Including optimizing your home page, a 
collection page template, and a product page template.

The best part is the guarantee a lighter and faster site or your money back.  

To learn more about this, simply visit our Page Speed Link here: https://www.storemedics.com/
products/speed-test-audit-optimization

STILL UNSURE? ...NEXT STEP
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At Store Medics we work with Shopify store owners to discover cost effective solutions that 
results in increased sales and profits.  Essentially like doctors but for your Shopify Store. 

We are here to help you discover what issues should be addressed within your Shopify store. 
We help your business make a statement online. We can do a deep dive assessment of your 
online store, a total rebrand or work on a small changes that make a big difference. 

eCommerce and website design is what we do. We are Shopify Experts. We have a passion for 
helping you create beautiful and highly functional websites that convert. 

We are a team of specialists who want what’s best for your business. Updating your website 
and creating a great user experience that converts to sales is our goal. 

About Store Medics

www.storemedics.com

Here are just some of the companies 
that we’ve worked with


